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ENGINEERED SYSTEMS

INTRODUCTION
#11 Gr. 80 SSSI Bar*

#20 Gr. 80 SSSI Bar*

Entering a new era of construction and pushing the limits in building heights has revolutionized
deep foundations in todays’ construction. Deep foundation construction is expected to continue to
evolve in order to make high rise construction possible. The great achievements of Architects and
Engineers in making it possible to construct taller and more slender structures, has made
foundation construction and design an art, requiring high capacity caissons.
STRESSBAR STEEL SYSTEMS INTERNATIONAL

(SSSI) provides high strength material for foundation

applications such as piles and caissons fabricated with multiple high strength threaded bars in
Grades 80. Our in-house engineers are knowledgeable in these areas and help provide each job
with the best designs and options for construction. Our innovative products are guaranteed to meet
the expanding demands of todays and tomorrow’s engineering projects.

SSSI can provide value engineering services to its customers.
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SSSI- ADVANTAGES
#32 Gr. 80 SSSI Bar*








The use of Grade 80 ksi threaded bars will reduce the amount of caissons needed to be
installed.
The use of larger diameter bars (such as our new #32) results in more steel area per

given bore hole diameter while permititng the appropriate spacing between the bars for
grout flowability. This results in larger caisson capacities in smaller drill hole diameters.

Unlike caissons with inserted structural beam sections, multibar prefabricated cages can be

ordered to custom lengths several days prior to field installation. Contractors pay for the
neat quantities on specific ordered lengths.

Multibar reinforcing bar cages can be prefabricated off-site in modular sections which can

vary up to 100 feet in length. The uses of steel ring plates/centralizers allow the

prefabricated sections to be shipped due to their rigidity. Bar alignment is made easy due

to the engineered ring plates that allow the prefabricated sections to be coupled quickly in
the field.

Above: Prefabricated Caisson cages in SSSI Warehouse






The total length of the caisson is limitless. It is conceivable that a 200 foot or more
caisson is possible simply by connecting wi th mechanical couplers the prefabricated bar
sections at the construction site.

Stressbar thread deformations are course and continuous throughout the bar. These threads

are basically “Damage Proof” as compared to fine machined threaded ends on rebars by
other suppliers.

Field problems can be corrected easier since the threaded bars can be cut and coupled at
any point along their lengths.
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CAISSON CAPACITY TABLE USING #32 BARS

SSSI GRADE 80 KSI. TABLE CALCULATED USING SSSI GRADE 75 KSI.
BASED ON NYC BUILDING CODE 2014

HOT-ROLLED
THREADED BAR &
ACCESSORIES
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Above: (Left) Caisson cage installed and coupled on site. Kimmel Pavillion, NY, NY (Right) Engineered Drawing Courtesy of FNA Associates Inc.
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STRESSBAR STEEL SYSTEMS INTERNATIONAL , INC.
VALUE ENGINEERING CONCEPTS THAT HAVE REVOLUTIONIZED THE CONSTRUCTION INDUSTRY.

DISTRIBUTION PLANT:
HEADQUARTERS:
482 Nordhoff Place
6001 Bordentown Avenue
Englewood
| NJ | 07631
Sayreville| NJ |08872

P: 201.366.0974 / F:201.366.0971
www.stressbarsystems.com
info@stressbarsystems.com

